T5640 TINH DAT CU CHI (VIETNAM, 1978)
(Other titles: Affectionate land of Cu Chi; Attachement a Cu Chi; Attachment to Cu Chi)

Credits: director, Mai Loc; writer, Le Van Duy.
Cast: Thien Trang, Chanh Tin, Thuy Lien.
Summary: War film set in Cu Chi, South Vietnam in the 1960s. When ARVN troops destroy her village, the young girl Mien joins the Viet Cong. The ARVN capture female guerrilla Hanh. ARVN Lt. Thien serves as interpreter for an American advisor during Hanh’s interrogation. Hanh’s idealism inspires Thien and he helps Hanh communicate with Mien. As a result of Thien’s help, the Viet Cong are able to defeat the enemy plan.

Pham, Bich Loc (see under Nguyen, Thanh Binh)
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